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The most comprehensive guide to Windows 10!If you're a first-time Windows 10 user looking for
an authoritative, accessible guide to the basics of this new operating system, look no further
than Windows 10 All-in-One For Dummies. Written by trusted Windows expert Woody Leonhard,
this all-encompassing guide cuts through confusing jargon and covers just what you need to
know: navigating the start menu, personalizing Windows, working with the desktop, maximizing
Windows apps, and enhancing Windows 10. Plus, you'll find helpful instructions on connecting
online with Apps, controlling your system, securing Windows, and so much more.Whether you're
upgrading to the new Windows 10 operating system with the hopes of keeping in touch with
loved ones via webcam or instant messenger, viewing videos, or looking to make your work or
personal life more organized and streamlined, all the guidance you need to make the most of
Windows 10 is at your fingertips.Covers all of the new features and updates in Windows
10Takes the guesswork out of upgrading to this new Windows operating systemShows you how
to work with apps like a proIncludes tips on protecting your data, your computer, and your
identityWhether you're a businessperson looking to use Windows 10 to streamline your work or
a home user just upgrading to the new operating system, Windows 10 All-in-One For Dummies
makes it easy.

From the Back Cover10 BOOKS IN 1Starting Windows 10Personalizing WindowsWorking on
the DesktopUsing the Built-In Universal AppsConnecting with the Universal AppsSocializing
with the Universal AppsControlling Your SystemMaintaining Windows 10Securing Windows
10Enhancing Windows 10It's a new day for Windows—let this friendly guide show you how to
make the most of it!Windows is the world's most popular operating system, but Windows 8
wasn't exactly a hit. Windows 10 is here to make everything better, and Woody Leonhard guides
you through every step of making it work for you. Each self-contained minibook shows you how
to handle one important aspect of the new OS, getting you up and running quickly and
confidently!Explore all the new stuff — get acquainted with things in Windows 10 that are
different from all previous versionsMake it personal — find out how to get Lock screens and
logons working, cloud-sync your settings, add users, and maintain privacy settingsThe desktop
domain — learn how to use all the desktop settings, the new Start menu, various browsers, and
Hey, Cortana!Apps are Universal — meet the built-in Universal apps for mail, calendars, photos,
One Note, maps, and moreGet the Edge — make friends with Microsoft's new Edge browserAll
about control — master Universal Settings, work with printers, handle storage, and get serious
about securityWhat works and what doesn't — get an honest review of the best and worst parts
of Windows 10Open the book and find:Essentials for Windows newbiesNavigation tipsImportant
privacy guidelinesHow to work with multiple desktopsSystem maintenance adviceHow to get



started with Facebook, LinkedIn and TwitterAll about securityHow Windows works with your iPad
or Android tabletAbout the AuthorWoody Leonhard has covered Windows Dummies foibles and
fantasies since the days of Windows XP. With more than a million regular readers, he's Senior
Contributing Editor at InfoWorld, and Senior Editor at Windows Secrets, where he weighs in
daily on all things Windows. A self-described "Windows victim," Woody specializes in telling the
truth about Windows in a way that won't put you to sleep.
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Campingshadow, “Extensive delve into Win 10. I have been using computers (Windows) since
3.1 I am well versed in the ins and outs and some programming of various Windows over the
years. In the past I have found the Dummies books to really be for beginners and not much use
to me. Therefore I was pleasantly surprised when I started reading this book. And I mean READ
it. Not jump from one subject to another but actually READ it. Been going cover to cover.The
author gets into completed detail of each aspect of Win 10, yet does so with delightful prose and
humor while being extremely detailed in each subject. He includes not only instructions but
other options and different ideas as well. I love the fact that he covers different browsers . such
as Firefox, Chrome and IE along with the built in Edge on Win 10. He even covers Twitter and
Facebook and LinkedIn and One Drive. Just a great, all around Windows book with emphasis
on Win 10. It truly is 10 books in one and all of them are great reading.I thought I knew a lot
about Windows, but he has proven to me that there is always so much more to learn. He makes
it fun to do so. I fought moving to Win 10 from Win 7 for years. He has made it so easy. Highly
recommend for anyone moving to Win 10  from another platform.”

Noodle, “Windows for Dummies before reading - not so dumb after reading!. Woody Leonhard
has done it again! I am so glad he keeps telling us how decipher and use of Microsoft Windows
and Office so I don’t feel so dumb. You would think reading a technical book would be boring
and dull. One of those read a paragraph and you’ve fallen asleep. Well think again, Woody keeps
it interesting, informative and I certainly enjoy his humor. Just when he puts a thought in your
head: ‘Well if I do it this way I wonder what would happen’, the next sentence answers what you
just thought of. He is an excellent author with more knowledge about Microsoft software then I
can ever hope to have. That is why I keep buying his books.You ‘will’ learn starting with the
introduction to the table of contents all the way to the index. It is very comprehensive. All of the
graphics are helpful too. I use them as a reference showing me I am working in the right area. If it
just can’t get through my head I can go to dummies.com for videos, step-by-step examples and
articles. The website also has a section on how to shop.I held onto my windows Vista (which I
didn’t mind, unlike most) through Windows 7. Then Windows 8 came out and the thought of
upgrading to Win 8 was not an option to me, I hung on waiting for something better. With an
aging computer and OS I had to take the plunge. I have skipped 2 versions and just knew
catching up would be very difficult. Windows 10 –All in one- for Dummies has made that
transition easy for me.”

Observer, “The author is Woody Leonhard. Woody Leonhard is the top expert on Windows. I
have followed him for a quarter of a century from the very start of the Windows story. But to call
it "Windows for Dummies" is a bit misleading. Yes, a beginner would do well to learn Windows
from this volume. But I find this work indispensable even though I have been computing since



1982. Of course one need not agree with him on everything. He loves "libraries" and I hate
them, but he is the first one to understand that people can have a different view. ("Libraries"
make it possible for a file to seem to be in two places at the same time.) But Woody's opinions
should always seriously considered.As the author indicates, the book more of a reference work
than something to be read from end to end. The index is usable but not outstanding. What is
excellent, and unusual, are the numerous cross-references that greatly facilitate the coverage of
any particular topic.Finally, superb as this book is, I would recommend buying an additional
book or books on Windows 10 to get other views or provide information you did not find in
"Dummies."”

Bill Sharp, “Never a disappointment. This is my 6th Woody book. He has guided me through the
caves and across the fire pits of Windows from 3.1 to WIN 10. The only version I didn't buy was
WIN 8. On his website, he raised enough flags to cause me to stick with WIN 7 until something
better came out.Like others who have written reviews over time, Woody's writing style is
intelligent and very easy to follow...hard to find that combination. His new book has phrases in
the foreword similar to his other books... "You don't need to read cover-to-cover (in this case
950+ pages). Pick a topic you want help with. Later, when you hit a snag, read about it." But, he
puts so much stuff in the "Well, I be darned" category on each page, that I just keep reading.The
changes from WIN 7 to WIN 10 have been a challenge for me...perhaps because I'm 71 and
have spent far too much time trying to figure out where Microsoft moved a feature I had become
used to. Woody knows...and tells you how to find it...along with hundreds of tips on supporting
software and helpful websites.If Woody and I live long enough, Microsoft will come out with more
"upgrades" to Windows. When they come out, Woody will write about, and I buy another Woody
book.”

THERESA O'CONNELL-SCOTT, “LOVE THIS. I will admit that I was behind the times in
Windows applications. And when I finally had to replace my12 year old laptop which I was still
using Windows 7 on. I knew I was going to need help. Bought this book before I ordered my
laptop and it was a smart thing to do. I got to search thru, study and make notes before hand.
When my laptop came I wasn't intimidated. This book made me feel like I knew what I was doing
without thinking about it.  Thrilled.”

TC, “A fine mentor. I used the author's Windows 7 for Dummies when migrating to that platform
and found it invaluable, both as a general pathfinder and a reference book. With W10 on the
horizon I thought I would prepare myself for that adventure and did not hesitate in choosing
Woody as my mentor. I've only just started turning the pages - but I do not expect to be
disappointed. Particularly as his opening advice is to hold off downloading the new for as long
as you can - to allow MS to sort out the problems.  Seems sensible!”



grhodick, “Excellent purchase.. Having just purchased a new HP pavilion laptop to replace a
model almost ten years old I required a comprehensive manual to update my knowledge. This
certainly fits the bill. Only problem is the weight. It is a hefty tome but gives all the information I
need.”

Richard, “For anyone struggling with windows 10 this will help. .... For anyone struggling with
windows 10 this will help. I have tended to dip into areas where I needed help. My security
software warned me that Edge, the new browser, was not safe and I found the section on choice
of browser helpful.  I have still much more to read.”

Douglas Hurrell., “... user and found the 10 for dummies books a joy, they helped with one or two
problems and .... i am a 68 yr old user and found the 10 for dummies books a joy, they helped
with one or two problems and my grand children now think i am computer savvy money well
spent and written with little humor but does not at any time take it out on you.”

paul, “Excellent. Good for beginners lots of good clear instructions”

The book by Julie Hatfield has a rating of  5 out of 4.3. 752 people have provided feedback.
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